These titles are located in the fiction area.

Somewhat Scary
Fiction Condit – Starter House (2014)
A pregnant woman who moves into her dream
home discovers she must solve the mystery of a
decades-old murder to rid herself of a ghostly
little boy and save her unborn child.
Fiction Harrison – Dead Witch Walking
(2007)
Sexy bounty hunter and witch Rachel Morgan
prowls the dark streets of Cincinnati, keeping
tabs on the vampires and other creatures of
the supernatural who prey on the city's
innocent and vulnerable inhabitants.
Fiction Hill – The Woman in Black (2011)
This classic ghost story set in a small English
community follows the experiences of an upand-coming solicitor who, while endeavoring
to settle a deceased client's affairs, is haunted
by bizarre phenomena before he is approached
by a ghostly figure.
Fiction King – The Girl Who Loved Tom Gordon (1999)
While hiking with her older brother and her
recently divorced mother, nine-year-old
Trisha McFarland wanders off to escape their
constant bickering. When she tries to take a
shortcut through the woods, Trisha strays
deeper into a wilderness full of peril and
terror. Especially when night falls.
Fiction McMahon – The Winter People (2014)
Coming of age in an old farmhouse, 19-year-old
Ruthie begins a search for her agoraphobic
mother and discovers the diary of the
farmhouse's long-ago resident, a grieving
mother who died under mysterious
circumstances.

Fiction Oliver – Rooms (2014)
After Richard Walker dies, his estranged
family arrives at his estate for their inheritance,
while long-dead former residents bound to the
house observe the family and reminisce about
their past lives--until the two worlds collide.
Fiction Racculia – Bellweather Rhapsody (2014)
A young music prodigy goes missing from a
hotel room that was the site of an infamous
murder-suicide 15 years earlier, renewing
trauma for a bridesmaid who witnessed the
first crime and rallying an eccentric cast of
characters during a snowstorm that traps
everyone on the grounds.
Fiction Robards – Her Last Whisper (2014)
Assisting a colleague's search for a missing
sister who may be a serial killer's latest victim,
criminal psychologist Dr. Charlotte Stone,
accompanied by ghost lover Michael, teams up
with FBI agents Bartoli and Crane in Las
Vegas, where they uncover the murderer's
sinister seduction practices.
Fiction Yrsa – I Remember You (2014)
A tale based on a true story finds three friends
targeted by a malevolent presence while trying
to renovate an old house in the Icelandic
Westfjords, while a local doctor uncovers an
elderly suicide victim's obsessions.
Fiction Wellington – Positive (2015)
After testing positive for the zombie virus,
Finnegan must wait out the incubation period in
a special facility for people who are "positives,"
but ends up in a world where the zombies may
be less dangerous than the humans.

Truly Terrifying
Fiction Ajvide Lindqvist – Let the Right
One In (2007)
In the aftermath of the bizarre murder of a
local bully, twelve-year-old Oskar theorizes
that the killing was an act of revenge and
wonders about the nighttime activities of a
new next-door neighbor.
Fiction Barker – The Scarlet Gospels (2015)
An epic good-versus-evil thriller from the
early days of two iconic characters pits longbeleaguered supernatural detective Harry
D'Amour against priest of hell Pinhead.
Fiction Cutter – The Deep (2015)
When a seemingly miraculous healing agent is
discovered in the Pacific in the wake of a
devastating plague, a team of brave heroes
descends through pitch-black waters to an
incommunicado research lab in the ocean deep.
Fiction Hill – Heart-Shaped Box (2007)
A collector of obscure and macabre artifacts,
unscrupulous metal band musician Judas
Coyne is unable to resist purchasing a ghost
over the Internet, which turns out to be the
vengeful spirit of his late girlfriend's
stepfather.
PB Kilborn – Afraid (2009)
A helicopter has crashed near Safe Haven and
unleashed something horrifying. Now this
merciless force is about to do what it does best.
Isolate. Terrorize. Annihilate. As residents
begin dying in a storm of gory violence, Safe
Haven's only chance for survival will rest with
an aging county sheriff, a firefighter, and a
single mom.

Fiction King – Revival (2014)
Years after a charismatic minister is banished
in the wake of a faith-shattering tragedy, a
heroin-addicted rock-and-roll guitarist from
the same hometown reconnects with the man
and forges a terrible pact.
Fiction Maberry – Fall of Night: A
Zombie Novel (2014)
Stebbins Little School is full of bodies.
Officer Desdemona Fox and her associates
must figure out a way to rescue and evacuate
the people of Stebbins County before the
infected zombie horde completely takes over.
Fiction Newman – An English Ghost Story
(2014)
When the Naremores move into a new house in
the Somerset countryside, they find peace and
harmony within the family, but as the house
begins to turn on them, they discover that it has
the power to destroy them from the inside out.
Fiction Scalzi – Lock In (2014)
When a new virus causes one percent of the
population to become completely paralyzed
in body but not in mind, America pursues a
scientific initiative to develop a virtualreality world for victims, with unexpected
consequences.

Classic Horror and Ghost Stories
Fiction James – The Turn of the Screw
(2011, originally published in 1908)
A young governess is sent to a country house
to take charge of two orphans, Miles and Flora.
Unsettled by a dark foreboding of menace
within the house, she soon comes to believe
that something malevolent is stalking the
children in her care.

Fiction Jackson – Novels and Stories (2010,
original publication 1940 – 1960)
In “The Haunting of Hill House,” a young
woman is chosen to be caretaker for a haunted
house. “The Lottery,” and ‘The Daemon
Lover” are other disturbing and mysterious
stories in this volume.
Fiction Blatty – The Exorcist (1971)
A Jesuit priest, unable to find plausible
explanations for an eleven-year-old's strange
behavior, begins to suspect demonic
possession.

Oh, Horror!
From the somewhat scary
to the truly terrifying

Fiction Penzler – The Vampire Archives: The Most
Complete Volume of Vampire Tales Ever
Published (2004)
An extensive anthology compiles eighty
stories by genre masters from H. P. Lovecraft
to Stephen King, in a volume that also
provides a comprehensive bibliography of
vampire fiction.
Fiction Poe – Edgar Allan Poe: Sixty-Seven
Tales (1990, originally published 1838 -1845)
Sixty-seven of this master of horror's best
works appear in this volume--including "The
Fall of the House of Usher," "The Murders in
the Rue Morgue," "The Tell-Tale Heart," and
many more.
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